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Challenging arch structure
Roadways and engineering structures must increasingly adapt to an ever denser transport network. More and more
often, this means civil engineering structures have to be oblique in design. Modern CAD and calculation software help
meet such requirements in, for instance, bridge construction. Engineers from Fehling + Jungmann found a clever solution to this problem when planning the A98/A681 flyover in Rheinfelden on the High Rhine using Allplan’s 3D general
arrangement and reinforcement design modules.

At first glance, the planning work implemented by Fehling + Jung-
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Efficient reinforcement in 3D

project participants. It is so much easier to solve problems than with

“With this project, the challenges lay in the obliqueness of the struc-
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has gained much respect from our customers thanks to this way

resulted in a variety of difficulties with respect to configuration of the
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the abutments and the lengths of the micropiles into the load-bearing
bedrock.
“Deciding whether to work in 2D or 3D depends on the phase of
work and, more importantly, how many modifications are anticipated,” explains Tillmann Bernhardt. “For the design documentation,
we usually work in 2D because we expect plenty of modifications
at this stage.”
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